Steiner Electric Company, through its Supplier Partnership Group (SPG) offers the electrical contractor his own “Will Call Center” right on the job-site in the form of a trailer or container that can be managed by our own dedicated group of Inventory Specialists that specialize in all types of Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) programs.

“You guys were great. I was always hesitant about using trailers, but you made us believers.”

-Customer
Project Trailers

Minimize non-productive labor costs with fully stocked, on-site project trailers. Steiner Electric Company’s SOS (Supplier-On-Site) trailer program provides dedicated inventory for on-demand availability of critical items required to meet demanding commercial project schedules. We establish a trailer on your work site, fully equipped, to efficiently store project materials. Our Inventory Control Specialists work closely with your Project Management Teams to customize the inventory for each phase of the project to achieve 100% availability.

Transaction costs are reduced significantly with fewer purchase orders, invoices, expedites, returns, credit, and other delays that could increase your non-productive time.

- Various Types of Equipment Used
  - 20’ or 40’ containers
  - 40’ Trailers
  - Steel shelving units
  - Pipe racks
  - Bar-coded labels on magnets
  - State of the art scanners
  - Lighting if needed
  - Laminated contact sheets with key phone numbers
  - Additional Safety features for those job-sites that require it
    - An enforcer lock for the doors of both trailers and containers
    - A King-pin to prevent trailers from being hooked up to a random cab

“You guys have the cleanest, neatest trailers around.”

-Customer
What makes our service and programs unique?

- Trailer or container can be dropped off at the job-site within 48 hours
- We will shelve, fully stock and label the morning after drop off
- Material list reviewed by a variety of Steiner personnel
  - Recommendations will be made to initial stock quantities
- Replenish to your schedule
  - Once a week
  - Twice a week
  - Early stops
  - Emergency drop offs
- We always communicate with job-site foreman at each visit
  - Easier to add additional material
  - Easier to return material not used after each job phase

“Your trailer program worked out so well that we would like to incorporate the VMI program at our warehouse.” - Customer
Frequently Asked Questions

Q: How many trailers has Steiner done?
A: Approximately 200+ from Clinton, WI to Wheatfield, IN and from Freeport, IL to Chicago IL

Q: What types of projects/jobs have you put trailers at?
A: No job or project is too unique. Steiner has done...Hotels, Colleges, High Schools, Middle Schools, Car dealerships, Churches, Strip malls, Build-outs, Libraries, Fire Stations, Furniture stores, Home Furnishing outlets, Fast Food restaurants, Banks, Nursing/Assisted Living facilities, Hospitals, Water Treatment facilities, Townhouse/Condominiums, Multipurpose big-box buildings, Power plants, Movie theaters, Remodels, New Construction etc.

Q: Is there a minimum duration requirement?
A: We would like to see a 3 month minimum, but we are flexible knowing each project has its own rotating deadlines and unforeseen problems that can add or delete time from a job.

Q: Do you offer consignment?
A: About ½ of our trailers are consignment and ½ non-consignment. A consignment trailer would require a monthly inventory taken by our Inventory Specialist.

"It’s nice to see a vendor actually keep their promises."

"I’d definitely use Steiner again, thanks!"

- Customer

For additional information or to experience the freedom of not worrying about ordering material or worrying about when that material will get to your job-site, try our Trailer Container Program by either contacting your Account Manager or calling the Supplier Partnership Group at 847-366-1294 for a personalized consultation.